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The Pet Emergency Pocket Guideline is a practical reference for owners that delivers complete
planning, response and survival guidelines for both common and uncommon pet emergencies,
presented in an user friendly and convenient pocket-sized format. This new Second Edition
features the following: Updated content material as suggested by crisis veterinarians Extended
Glossary of Signals & Conditions, including brand-new entries and illustrations Reorganized
content and tabs for ease-of-use Updated toxic food list and detailed reactions for dogs
Information about preventing dog bites and scratches, and also how to break up dog fights 3
pages of common plant life that are poisonous to cats New section for 'Pocket Domestic pets',
including basic information and signs and conditions for ferrets, guinea pigs, hamsters, gerbils,
mice, rats, rabbits, birds, seafood, turtles and snakes New graphics, charts and an updated style
It features tabbed, color-coded and illustrated sections that make it easy to use, with checklists
and inventory lists for creating your personal pet emergency, travel, and evacuation packages.
This compact tool delivers step-by-step instructions for daily care, medical, illness and injury
evaluation, emergency planning, and organic disaster preparation and survival.
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Challenging to reference within an emergency I've taken a family pet first aid course and
personal books on pet medical already. I am a medical person, however, not a vet. The
knowledge in the publication is good, but there is a lot more info than I was expecting for a
pocket guideline and much of the knowledge is on topics other than emergency care. I simply
wanted basic instructions for common first aid situations and I needed to have the ability to
quickly to flip to the web page I want in an crisis. I remembered I experienced this and appeared
up the symptoms, it came back as inner ear issues.. It would be easier to have tabs like CPR,
Choking, Wounds, etc, so that you can very easily flip to the first aid info that you'll require in an
emergency. Can be used for your pets get and go bag. I was impressed. I bought this because I
was searching for a quick reference information that was small more than enough to keep in my
pet medical kit. The illustrations were obvious, the tabs make it easy to find in a true crisis.
Some reviewers experienced it wasn't thorough or extensive enough. Within an emergency,
simplicity is certainly key. Good, not great Added to my disaster preparedness package and it's
got some good information which can be appeared up quickly.Start to see the photos for
examples of the information within. Pet medical made easy Nice to have these details at your
finger tips, you merely never know when somethings needs to be checked immediately. For a
crisis booklet, that present the info in easy to understand and efficient way, in a well-organized
format, this fits the bill. I simply wish they would update it once again. This edition (2011) is quite
long ago! I know most of us have Smartphones but this is Great in an actual Emergency! I got
this mainly because an addition to our pet/human emergency supplies because within an
emergency this is a GOD send! At the dog park, someone's pet dog looked like it experienced
the beginnings of high temperature stroke, I ran to the car and got the Adventure Medical Kits
Experience Dog Series Me & My Pup Canine First Aid Package from the automobile. I was so
pleased to find this information tucked right on top, I flipped to the right section and this really
saved the day! The other pet owner was very thankful, other dog owners impressed, hubby
proud and beaming! Therefore we kept an vision on him and brought him the very next day to
our regular vet, diagnosis was inner ear problems solve by hearing drops. A great reference
guideline for common emergency. Next" Love it Print is smaller that I would like but . This
pocket guideline does not get into great fine detail about factors which it shouldn't this is a
quick reference device.. People need not study something. The information is better as helpful
information to know what emergency what to keep in your kit, but doesn't seem useful enough
to help at a time of emergency. Basically, read it before an emergency, get the necessary what to
have readily available should something eventually your furry friend but don't be prepared to use
it during an emergency. It isn't intended to be a thorough dialogue of pet first aid. I'm a family
pet CPR/first aid instructor... I love this guide since it is small and covers not . I like this guide
since it is small and covers not just cats and dogs. However some of the essential info isn't
covered in this guide. Also some info is usually too general. You can find large volume books
available for people thinking about learning more about family pet health and anatomy.
Excellent, well organized, no problem finding information quickly, very well illustrated, serves the
objective of a pet EMERGENCY guide I was looking for a small, packable, quick simple book to
retain in my "go bag" for emergency evacuation and preparedness. A recommended must have
for pet owners Get this along with the pet medical kit. Good Information Good emergency
information for traveling with my dogs. Retain in camper just in case. On a Sunday evening my
older dog started experiencing balance issues, and started circling his mind. Some basic details,
but after flipping through it, I was still trying to find where it in fact gave guidelines on how to
care for your dog. it had been like, "this is exactly what a siezure can be.. First Aid is certainly all



just one tab and you need to go through every page to get the info for the condition you're trying
to take care of.. If you desire more info on things you should be buying books that are more like
text message books or taking classes.. I wanted something just in case the unthinkable occurs
to allow me to covert my skills as a paramedic and apparatus I keep in my own jump bag, to be
able to stabilize fury close friends to get them to definitive care... Love it Printing is smaller that I
would like but recognize that requirement to keep it pocket size Saved me from an enormous
emergency vet bill! Don't buy Doesn't actually let you know how to handle circumstances. I was
immediately concerned thinking we had been headed to the Eergency Veterinarian Hospital. I
also can't stand the way the tabs are organized; An excellent refrence guide. It is nice and small
and great to possess! This is an excellent little gift for family and friends obtaining a new pet. I'd
have spent quite a bit more going to the PET ER. Worth it's weight in gold!
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